NiceLabel Automation Pro
Centralize and automate label printing to increase efficiency, consistency and
visibility while minimizing cost, maintenance and user support.
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Centralize and automate label printing
Centralized automation without customization

Every label template works with all printers

Directly link your label printing infrastructure to
business systems without any customization. Your
business system initiates printing through secure and
reliable HTTP and TCP/IP protocols instead of
dropping a file on a shared drive. Predefined data
filters make it easy to extract, validate and manipulate
label data from business systems.

Avoid the many limitations of hard-coded label
templates. Gain flexibility and agility by adding new
designs within minutes or hours, rather than weeks.
Instantly deploy to all printers by adding one label
file to the document storage. Label templates are
portable across 2500+ different printer models and
brands so you need to maintain fewer label designs.

Eliminate human error and improve efficiency

Scalable at no extra cost

Connect your ERP, WMS, SCM, MES and PLM
systems to your label printing infrastructure. Printing
directly from applications eliminates the risk of
human error caused by manual labeling processes.
Achieve data consistency by using master data and
data validation.

NiceLabel Automation Pro server license supports
an unlimited number of printers. No printer seat
licensing makes it affordable for you to connect all
of your printers to your applications. A centralized
print server eliminates costly maintenance and
support of decentralized applications.

Contact us for a demonstration today
www.nicelabel.com

NiceLabel Control Center Pro
Comply with industry standards, control your labeling environment,
and quickly respond to label change requests.

Centralized and secure document repository
Professional label designer

Centralize control of your labeling environment
Increase labeling visibility and transparency

Rapidly respond to label change requests

Your customers, regulators, and legislators expect
flawless accuracy of label data, compliance with
standards, and traceability for every product
shipped. Mislabeling can cause catastrophic damage
to your brand. NiceLabel Control Center Pro helps
you minimize risk of product recalls, fines, and
losing customer loyalty.

NiceLabel Designer Pro lets you improve speed and
flexibility in making label changes, support regulatory
requirements, global optimization and expansion
into new markets, improve customer retention and
new customer acquisition. NiceLabel Designer Pro
reduces label design time from weeks to hours.

Comply with industry standards

Ensure labeling quality and minimize risks

The labels on your products must be compliant with
standards in your industry. Whether it’s GS1, GHS,
REACH, ODETTE, AIAG, VDA, DoD, UDI or
any other standard, you can design fully compliant
labels with NiceLabel Designer Pro. Designer Pro
is constantly updated with new features so you
don’t need to worry about ongoing changes in the
standards.

Control Center Pro centrally stores all your label
templates. Only authorized users can add, modify
or delete label designs. New designs and changes
are instantly deployed to all globally distributed
printers. NiceLabel Control Center Pro consolidates
your labeling systems and helps you achieve
consistent labeling quality.

Contact us for a demonstration today
www.nicelabel.com

